
glass roof detail 1.30
provides the refracted image of the sky

and doesn’t allow the UV light to get in and the visible light to get out
therefore light pollution is prevented

glass sphere detail 1.30
when the double glazing is �lled with special gas no light can pass through it
so a projection can take place
when it is empty it works similar to the glass roof
and can provide a spectacular ending to a planetarium’s projection with the real sky

The “Capsule” 1.15

General Topographic Plan c. 1.100000

Re�ected Ceiling Plan 1.300

space for mechanical equipment

platform for height adjustment

The visitor can admire three different views of the sky. First the outdoor natural look. Then a multipartial 
refracted image of the sky, created by the non-uniform thickness glass roof, offering various angle and 
zooming perspectives. Lastly, a spherical distorted sky can be observed through the planetarium.

Section 1.300

Ground Floor and Basement Combo-Plan 1.300

Capsule’s Transportation Infrastucture 1.300
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v+ : visible light and higher wavelenght | v- : lower wavelenght than visible light

Chile’ s International Museum of Astronomy is located less 
than a couple of kilometers eastern of San Pedro de 
Atacama. The close distance criteria is to make the 

museum a part of the village’ s life, but also to 
become an interesting destination for visiting a 

living center of meeting people and earning
knowledge.

The capsule-shaped construction has a 1-2 person 
capacity with a 1.90m to 2.30m free high.

The closed-space 
area of the museum is about 3000m2 but 

its use of observatory spreads all over 
the site. An underground grid-formed 

transportation infrastucture
gives the opportunity to move fast and 

easy to distant spots where the 
visitor can observe quietly and
light-polluted free the astronomical 

particles.

almost free-moving telescope

lighting equipment

supporting ring with control buttons

metal dome-like structure
  which supports the telescope

interactive glass screen for 
information and communication 
as an extention of the cylindrical 

glazing

Inside the museum many activites can take place 
simultaniously in kiosks - or not- due to its almost free 
plan.

One staicase leads to the centrally located spherical 
planetarium and another one to the basement 
where the visitor can enter the capsule transporta-
tion system.

The negative space of the upper staircase takes 
form and is used like an oversized clock, which 
moves through the day.
This way it prevents the entrance to the planetarium 
from 5.40 to 6.20 and 17.40 to 18.20. Also, if an 
activity takes place on its orbit it passes over it or the 
activity has to be relocated. This upside down stair-

case is used as a symbolism of how astronomy a�ects 
our everyday lives.

IMOA 1353

The capsule, starting from the
underground area of the museum, keeps moving 

underground inside the constructed paths and 
ascends up on the ground at the desirable exit.

The free areas of the grid can be used for further 
mechanical or building facilities since there will 
already be a wired communication network.

IMOA
Telescope it


